
Summer candles
Instructions No. 1624

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 20 Minutes

What could be better than sitting outside on the balcony or terrace in the light of a beautifully designed candle. Make your
own candle simply and quickly according to your taste!



In our example we have filled small colored buckets with candle sand . Place the wick in the middle and fill the bucket with
candle sand in the desired colour. Your candles will burn down slowly and evenly thanks to the candle sand 
Now you can decorate the buckets with ribbons, sprinklers, decorative flowers and much more.
We have labele Markerd the pink bucket in the handlettering technique with the words "LIGHT UP" with a white

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/vbs-decoration-bucket-coloured-set-of-3-metal-a178251/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/candle-sand-175-g-a16958/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/posca-marker-pc-1mc-a51626/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/trends/handlettering/


Candles in a maritime look are also a great eye-catcher. Place the candle wick in the middle of a glass and fill it with candle
sand. Now the glasses can be decorated 
In our example we have wrapped the glasses with a hemp cord and decorated them with wooden shavings. The glasses
can also be decorated with shells.

A great effect can also be achieved by layering the candle sand in different colours on top of each other 
You can also use a wooden stick to pull the layers of paint into each other.

Must Have

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/vbs-mini-jar-with-clip-closure-bulbous-6-pieces-a120670/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/vbs-hemp-cord-a114446/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/vbs-holz-streuteile-texel-15-stueck-a179553/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/vbs-holz-streuteile-texel-15-stueck-a179553/


Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

500425-27 Candle sand, 175 g8 wicks, Pastel White 1

567725-08 POSCA Marker PC-1MCWhite 1

766210 VBS Mini jar with clip closure, bulbous, 6 pieces 1

686198 VBS Tea light glasses, set of 4 1

Candle sand, 175 g, 8 wicks, Pastel White

4,49 €
 Item

details
Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/candle-sand-175-g-a16958/
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